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Pray for world harmony!

In this edition we set ourselves up to prepare for the great feast of Easter. We hope
that your reading and reflection will draw
encouragement from this great event –
Christ has risen and is with us and he who
believes in Him will never despair!
Several of our contributions announce
the Good News – the Comboni Sisters in
Spitalfields market, Francis Van Thuam,
hero of the faith, on the road to sainthood,
refugees being welcomed by mostly poorer
nations to the shame of our own nation!
and most of them are Muslim!
And yet suffering and crisis still haunt our
world, our churches and families. We face
an unknown future. Will unity be fought for
and preserved in our troubled world – will
the church recover from the devastating
age of disbelief and be born anew? – will
families face the storms and prevail against
the erosion of Christian family values?
These are just some of the questions that
create an unknown future.
We pray during this time of Lent for a true
social (not only personal) conversion towards creating a more hospitable and char-

itable world. May our prayer be turned also
towards the needs of others, our almsgiving
towards sharing with the poor and our penances lead us to be ready to serve more and
more our families and still more the larger
family forgotten and persecuted. “If we
think we are going to gain eternal life
without passing the test that Jesus of Nazareth gives – to end hunger, release innocent prisoners, clothe the naked and feed
the hungry (Matthew 25) and work for
justice and love of neighbour – we are
mistaken.
What greater
way is there to
live than live
for others and
not for self.” (Fr
Shay Given).
And may
the Risen
Lord bless
and protect
you. A Very
Happy
Easter!
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In Brief/Church News

A

t the end of the Mass on October 15,
2018 Pope Francis convened the
Synod for the Amazonia to be held
in October 2019 in Rome. The Synod is an
advisory body of bishops, who at the end
of their assembly present to the pope the
proposals fruit of their discussions on the
subject.
In this case, the bishops of Latin America
will meet in Rome and discuss how to
protect the Amazon region and how to
evangelize the peoples
who live there, especially
the indigenous peoples,
“who are often forgotten
and without the prospect
of a peaceful future, even
because of the Amazon
forest crisis,” said the
pontiff. In Rio de Janeiro
already in 2013, Pope
Francis had declared that
“Amazonia is a decisive
test, a critical challenge
for the Church and
society” and thanks to his
intervention the REPAM
(Pan-Amazon
ecclesial
network) was born.
After the encyclical Laudato Sì, this
Synod demonstrates the Catholic Church’s
interest in protecting the environment and
the populations threatened by climate

By Fr John Downey mccj
change. Amazonia is one of humanity’s
lungs and in the Amazon region there are
several
indigenous
communities
threatened by pollution, by the rapid
change of the ecosystem and by the
violation of their fundamental human
rights.
From August 20 to 23, 2018, the 3rd
Meeting of the Bishops of Amazonia was
held in Manaus (Brazil). His main objective
was to reflect on the preparation for this
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Synod by working on his preparatory
document to realize a “process of listening
to the community” and to know the social,
religious and cultural reality of the Amazon.

The Foyer Community of the
Comboni Missionary Sisters
in Bangui, Central Africa, was
attacked and robbed by a gang
of about eight or nine people
on Saturday, 5 January.
The Superior General of the
Comboni Missionaries, Sister
Luigia Coccia, said the three
Sisters had finished evening
prayers around 7pm, when they
were attacked, immobilized and
threatened for about three
hours. “The thieves searched everywhere and stole everything they could. The
three sisters, in shock, left the mission temporarily and took refuge in the
provincial house in Bangui.”
“Central Africa seems to have become muddled in an inextricable tangle of
foreign interference, defaults by the international community and the
inability of the local government” Fr Federico Trinchero, Carmelite missionary of
the Carmelo of Bangui wrote in a report for Fides on 18 December.
There have been countless attacks on Catholic communities, parishes, camps hosting
refugees, houses and churches burnt down, civilians brutally killed.
Five priests were killed in the Central African Republic in 2018: Don Joseph Désiré
Angbabata, of the diocese of Bambari, was injured during an assault on his parish and
died shortly afterward; Don Albert Toungoumale-Baba was killed in Notre Dame de
Fatima parish, during a massacre by an armed group that attacked the parish; Don
Firmin Gbagoua, Vicar General of the Diocese of Bambari was killed in another attack;
the Vicar General of the diocese of Alindao, Don Blaise Mada, and Don Celestine
Ngoumbango, parish priest of Mingala, were killed during the assault on the Bishops’
residence of Alindao, where they had taken refuge with other people.
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Getting to know the

Comboni
Missionaries

Sixty years of Charity and Service
Celebrating the religious life of an
inspiring Comboni Missionary Sister
- Sr Ida Tarcisia Pedrotti
By Nell Preston

I

t takes a particular, not to say, special
kind of person to feel the calling to the
religious life and then to answer it.
The quote: “Many are called, but few
chosen” (Matthew 22:14) from the parable of a king who held a wedding feast for
his son, springs to mind. It is a concept
found in Scripture and can and is interpreted in different ways both in secular
and religious circles.
Sr Ida Tarcisia Pedrotti, was one individual who was called and invited to experience a personal relationship with Christ; a
relationship of obedience, charity and
service which has lasted for six decades.

Her early life

Ida was born in September 1927, the
fourth child of six to a modest, hardworking farming family in the beautiful northeast Trentino-Alto Adige region of Italy.
Despite her older sister already being a
nun, Ida had no inclinations to follow her
in to the religious life. It was not an epiphany moment of illuminating discovery or
realization that eventually changed the
young Ida’s mind, but a gradual awareness which came from the regular, unsolicited receipt of booklets and pamphlets
from various religious orders around the
country.
It was the missionary works of the Comboni Sisters that appealed to Ida and
which subsequently led her to apply to
the Order. On 15 March 1956, Ida was accepted as a postulant at the mother house
of the Comboni Missionary Sisters in Verona.

The start of life at Chiswick
She was eventually transferred to the
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The flame continues to glow

Comboni Sisters’ London base in
Chiswick, where she spent her novitiate
and learnt English.
An unexpected illness prevented her
from taking her vows which were postponed from September to the December
of 1958. She returned to Italy for some
months and worked at the American
School in Verona which was mostly frequented by the children of US military
personnel stationed at the nearby base.
June 1959 saw Sister return to Chiswick
and devote her time in the Comboni Sis-

ters’ Nursery School. At that time, the
nursery school was the only such facility
in the area where working parents could
leave their children in a safe, caring and
reliable environment. Ida took a course in
the Montessori method of schooling. It
was in the caring, guiding and educating
of young children that Ida found her
‘mission’. She dedicated herself to the
children’s’ well-being until the nursery’s
closure in 1994.
As one door closed, another opened.
The transferal of a nun back to Italy gave
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After mass Sr is joined by her Comboni
community.

Sr Ida the opportunity to join the rota for
prison visits. Apprehensive at first, the
regular monthly visits proved a challenge
and eventually a source of achievement.
With the passing of time and the dwindling number of nuns available, prison
visits were stopped. At 91, Sr Ida is now
quite frail, but her lively charitable instincts still allow her to be active and carry
out pastoral work in the locality, visiting
and taking the Holy Eucharist to the elderly and housebound. Of her free time,
she dedicates to the upkeep of the convent vegetable and flower garden.

Content in her mission
Sr Ida primarily joined the Comboni Missionary Sisters because of her intention to
become a missionary. She has no regrets
that she did not go Africa, indeed there is
no regret or any disappointment with any
part of her religious life. From the moment she set foot inside the Comboni
convent in Verona, she knew that that
was her home and that wherever she was
and whatever she did, that would be her
mission.
Sr Ida responded wholeheartedly to the
call of Christ and December 2018 saw her
mark six decades of her religious life with
the Comboni Missionary Sisters; sixty
years of being consecrated to God and a
life of unconditional obedience, charity
and service both to her religious community and the local secular community. She
has witnessed many happenings and
changes not only within her religious
community, but also in the world in gen-
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Sr Ida with local curate, Fr Michael Maguire, and the concelebrating Comboni priest
friends.

eral. A lesser person might have become
disheartened, questioned and perhaps
given up all together, but Sr Ida’s outlook
and reasoning has remained resolute and
immutable. No mean feat. Her philosophy is simple; it has always been not to
question but instead try to understand
and let God work through her as an instrument to do good.

A ‘diamond’ individual
This 91-year-old nun, possessed of calm,
wise, philosophical characteristics still
manages to find an alternative, hopeful
perspective on even the most seemingly
desperate, incomprehensible situations.
The gemstone associated with a sixtieth

anniversary is the diamond (Gr: adamas
– unconquerable); its qualities of strength,
clarity and transparent brilliance makes it
a much prized object. It takes a particular,
indeed, a special individual to totally,
wholeheartedly and selflessly consecrate
oneself to God. Sr Ida is one such diamond individual.
Sr Ida adds the last word: “We need to
work for God’s glory but most of all
we have to take time for prayer.
Prayer has an important place in
my life. The need for prayer in today’s troubled world is huge. Most
of all we have to remember to thank
God –
Deo Gratias.
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UGANDA

To Give Dignity
To Street
Children

Hundreds of children are begging in the
streets of Kampala City. A Comboni
missionary, Father John Bosco Mubangizi
has launched a project “Karamoja Streets Kids”.
It means - Respect, protection and a future for these
children. He outlines this initiative.

F

or decades, the Karamoja region in the north-east of the
country has been characterized by violent conflicts, high
levels of poverty, semi-arid conditions and food insecurity.
An estimated 82 per cent of the population live in extreme poverty. As a result, the area has been dependent on food aid and
donor assistance for decades, with numerous emergency aid
programmes.
To survive, many families in Karamoja have decided to send
their children into urban centres hoping to get better opportunities. Most of those begging on the street in Kampala city are
Karimojong children and youth.
Not everyone welcomes these street kids from Karamoja.
They compete with and face resistance from the older street
children and are subjected to caning, or their money is taken
away from them. During the rainy season the leaking temporary structures in Katwe and Kisenyi, suburbs of Kampala,
where they live are too crowded and they are supposed to
contribute some money for this ‘accommodation’ despite the

poor hygiene. They suffer all kinds of diseases and no proper
medical attention is offered to them. They are prone to accidents on the street since their main location is at traffic junctions where cars stop and where they can beg. They are often
victims of motorcycle “hit and run” accidents and sometimes
sustain fractures from these accidents without medical care.
The worst happens when children simply disappear from the
streets and are never seen again maybe because of the practice
of child sacrifice by witch doctors. Sadly, these children are
used as sex slaves, defiled and/or forced into prostitution. Many
are impregnated, infected with HIV/Aids; there is a tremendous
number of single mothers, aged 12-23 years old on the streets.
Some child mothers can be seen on streets breast-feeding fellow children or carrying them on their backs.

I went to visit them
I met the Karimojong street children in Kampala in 2015, when
I was still Parish Priest of Matany in Karamoja. One day on
reaching Kampala Road in Kampala city near Diamond Trust
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Bank, about 50 Karimojong children surrounded me chanting
my name in Karimojong “Pader Bosco, Pader Bosco”… meaning Father John Bosco. At the beginning, I was surprised, but
quickly I interacted with them; one thing I realised was that
about 80% of these children were from the Matany area. Most of
them were from Lokopo Chapel, one of the churches in the
parish. They were my parishioners.
The following day I came back to the same place and asked
them to take me to their places of residence and we followed
Entebbe Road until we reach Kisenyi-Katwe slum. This is one of
the worst slums in Kampala which is a haven for all sorts of
vices ranging from smoking tobacco to drug addiction. It is a
common practice to see children picking food from dustbins,
sniffing aviation fuel and smoking marijuana. Prostitution is
rampant, theft, murder, alcoholism and general lawlessness is
the order of the day in the Kisenyi slum. Whether you are a
child or an adult, life is the same. Children live an adult life but
I think they are traumatised by it. At the end it is the innocent
Karimojong children, who are new to town life, that suffer most
of all. They are suffering the complete denial of their natural
entitlements as human beings. At a deeper level of interaction,
I found out that some children often go a whole day without
any solid food. At night they sleep in groups and in turns in
small shanty rooms made of wattle and mud to maximise time
and space. The first group sleep for 6 hours and then give way
to others who sleep for the rest of the night. Over 30 children
occupy a room just eight feet by nine. When it rains, they cover
themselves with sheets of polythene and stand for the whole
night.
These are so-called Out of School children and so are illiterate. They have only one meal a day and sometimes nothing at
all. They have no access to any health services. As a result,
illnesses go untreated and some die. Most diseases are preventable. For these children, using a toilet is a luxury because the
use of a toilet costs an average of 200-300 shillings in the slum.
The life of these children is without dignity and their rights as
children are denied them.
They are extremely vulnerable and are greatly abused physically, psychologically and sexually. They are victims of commercial sex exploitation and there is no system in place for their
protection. Not content with denying these innocent children
basic care, education, food, health services and psycho social
support, the adults behave towards them like predators.
Seeing these children abandoned, with only the help of God
to rely on, made me wonder if we appreciate the value of the
gift of life our own and that of the extremely marginalised children on the streets of Kampala.

We must do something to help
In 2017, I was transferred to the Comboni Missionaries commu-
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nity in Kampala and this gave me an opportunity and, at the
same time, a challenge to start from scratch for the wellbeing of
the Karimojong children in Kisenyi and Katwe.
One year earlier, during the Golden Jubilee celebrations of
Matany Catholic Parish, in Karamoja, Mons Michael Blume the
then Nuncio to Uganda said during his homily “Matany Parish
has celebrated its Golden Jubilee with many pastoral
achievements, what remains as the Parish Pastoral challenges are the Matany Children on the streets of Kampala
looking for sweets that are never there…..” This statement
struck deep into my heart and the voice I felt within me told me
I had to do something for these children… but I didn’t know,
what…?

Finally, Bishop Damiano Guzzetti of Moroto Diocese discussed the question of the Karimojong children with the Archbishop of Kampala Cyprian Lwanga. They decided to start a
pastoral initiative to help the children under Nsambya Parish.
Knowing the Karimojong language has helped me a lot. Children feel at ease when they can talk and understand. For a year
now, I have been going every Sunday to the slum in Katwe and
celebrate mass for the Karimojong community. On average 200400 Karimojong attend mass every Sunday. They have erected a
temporary structure made of eucalyptus and polythene sheets
where we celebrate. From within this same shelter we have
started literacy and feeding programmes to provide educational opportunities and food for the hungry children. So far two
adults have been selected: one to prepare food and porridge
for these children and another one to give literacy classes for
the Out of School Children. When children are sick the leaders
inform me and we provide medicine or the child is taken to a
health facility.
Before considering a more sustainable, relevant and longlasting tactic, I have decided to look first to the immediate
needs of the children – a matter not simply of human rights but
of survival!
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by Pham Ngoc Tri

Religious Persecution in Asia

Francis Van Thuan –
Hero of Faith
www.worldmissionmagazine.com

Imprisoned in Vietnam for 13
years, nine of them in solitary
confinement, Cardinal Francis
Van Thuan represents the
resilience and fidelity of
Catholics who suffered
persecution because of
their faith. Last year,
Pope Francis recognized
his heroic virtues placing
him on the road to
sainthood.
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A painting. In prayer
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While in prison attending to daily domestic chores

F

rancis Xavier Nguyen Van Thuan
was born in 1928 at Hue, the old
capital of the Vietnamese empire.
He came from a politically powerful family, deeply rooted in Christian faith, and
counting among their ancestors several
martyrs.
Francis entered the minor Seminary of
Hue, ordained priest in 1953 and sent to
Rome to obtain a Doctorate in Canon
Law. Upon his return to his country, he
was appointed professor and later on rector of the Seminary, then Vicar General of
the diocese. In 1967 Pope Paul VI appointed him Bishop of Nha Trang and in 1975
coadjutor Archbishop of Saigon.
When the Communist army and government of Hanoi entered the President’s
Palace in South Vietnam, they declared
the reunification of Vietnam under the
one Communist regime and Saigon became Ho Chi Minh City.

Imprisoned for 13 years
As a result of the takeover, Bishop Thuan
could not be installed as a coadjutor in
the Saigon diocese. Instead, on the feast
of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary, August 15, 1975, he was arrested
and incarcerated for 13 years, nine of
them in solitary confinement in a prison
in Hanoi.
In 1988, the bishop was released, but
he could not remain in the country. He
left Vietnam in March 1989 to visit his elderly parents in Australia and from there
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he went to Rome to meet Pope John Paul
II. In 1994 he was appointed Vice President and in 1998 President of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace in Rome,
a platform he used to promote human
rights according to Church documents
and his episcopal motto Gaudium et Spes
(The Joy and Hope).

Heroic Virtues
From 1975 to 1988 Van Thuan carried the
heavy cross of a special prisoner in different jails, joining the roster of a long list of
Vietnamese martyrs. He was not called to
shed his blood, but rather, he spent all his
physical and spiritual energies full of
hope in God and loving his country, as he
wrote during his house arrest in December 1975: “Catholics of Vietnam, love
a thousand times your homeland!”
Pope John Paul II, during the funeral of
Cardinal Francis Van Thuan, gave the first
testimony on this “heroic herald of the
Gospel,” faithful “until martyrdom”;
his secret was an unshakeable trust in the
Lord, nourished by prayer and sufferings
accepted out of love.”
Thirteen years in jail, sustained by
prayer, enabled Van Thuan, after his release, to become for people all over the
world a witness to hope (Benedict XVI,
Spe Salvi, 2007, 32).

His Personal Testimony
We may imagine the psychological frustration of an intelligent and strong man in

the fullness of his active life (48 years),
after a great pastoral experience, and now
inactive, isolated, confined for years in
“Cai Tao”, that is, re-education camp.
Van Thuan himself tells his journey of
passion in the little book Five Loaves and
Two Fish.
“Above all, I suffered the long tribulation of nine years in solitary
confinement: seeing only two
guards. Every day, enduring mental
torture, with no work to do, having
to walk back and forth in my small
cell from morning to night… I was
on the brink of insanity. One night a
voice encouraged me from the
depths of my heart: Why do you torment yourself so? You must learn to
distinguish between God and the
works of God. Everything you have
done (pastoral activities, projects…)
are God’s works, but they are not
God! When the Communists threw
me into the hold of the ship Hai
Phong with other 1500 starving and
desperate prisoners to be transported to the north, I thought: Lord, here
is my cathedral, here are my people.
Lord, you send me here to be your
love among my brothers. Yes, I am
your missionary here. From that
moment onwards, a new peace
flooded my heart, and remained
with me for 13 years.”
To survive in the middle of so great sufferings, Van Thuan chose some other
principles: “I will live the present moment filling it to the brim with love.”
And another: prayer as a fixed point of
reference, especially, “the Eucharist:
my only strength”.
He had no books, no vestments, no
wine for the celebration, but, through a
crypto message, he received a bottle of
wine for Mass as “stomach medicine.”
“I will never be able to express my
immense joy: every day, with three
drops of wine and one drop of water in the palm of my hand, I celebrated my Mass… In the re-education camp, we slept on common beds
and everyone had the right to 50
centimetres of space. We arranged
it so that there were five Catholics
near me. At 9:30 p.m., I curled up on
the bed to celebrate Mass by heart
and I distributed Communion under the mosquito nets covering us.
We reserved the Blessed Sacrament
in small containers from cigarette
packages. Jesus in the Eucharist
was always with me in my shirt
pocket. At night, the prisoners took
turns for adoration: Jesus was
among us to heal all our physical
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and mental suffering.”
Working slowly and gently, Cardinal Van Thuan also made friends
with the prison guards, teaching
them to read and write, carefully
explaining books in terms of Christianity, although they did not realise what was happening. One guard
even asked if he might learn songs
in Latin! Van Thuan reflected, many
years later, on the effects of offering
to teach the man whichever song he
chose: “And so I sang Salve Regina,
Salve Mater, Lauda Sion, Veni Creator, Ave Maris Stella. You’ll never
guess the song he chose. The Veni
Creator! I can’t begin to tell you how
moving it is to be in a Communist prison and hear your guard, coming down
the stairs at seven every morning on
his way to the gymnastics yard for physical exercises, singing the Veni Creator.”
After his release from prison and until
his death, Van Thuan wore, as his pectoral cross, a tiny wooden cross which he
had shaved from a piece of wood in his
prison and had kept hidden inside a bar
of soap. In another prison, a guard secretly helped him to make a chain for his
cross, using a piece of wire.
“This cross and chain are not only my
souvenir of captivity, as precious as that
may seem. They are a constant reminder
that only Christian charity can bring about
a change of heart. Not arms, not threats,
not the media.
Working slowly and gently, Cardinal Van
Thuan also made friends with the prison
guards, teaching them to read and write,
carefully explaining books in terms of
Christianity, although they did not realise
what was happening. One guard even
asked if he might learn songs in Latin! Van
Thuan reflected, many years later, on the
effects of offering to teach the man
whichever song he chose: “And so I sang
Salve Regina, Salve Mater, Lauda Sion,
Veni Creator, Ave Maris Stella. You’ll never guess the song he chose. The Veni
Creator! I can’t begin to tell you how
moving it is to be in a Communist prison
and hear your guard, coming down the
stairs at seven every morning on his way
to the gymnastics yard for physical exercises, singing the Veni Creator.”
After his release from prison and until
his death, Van Thuan wore, as his pectoral
cross, a tiny wooden cross which he had
shaved from a piece of wood in his prison
and had kept hidden inside a bar of soap.
In another prison, a guard secretly helped
him to make a chain for his cross, using a
piece of wire.
“This cross and chain are not only my
souvenir of captivity, as precious as that
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The Vietnamese Bishop of Xuan Loc,
Joseph Dinh Duc Dao, who knew Cardinal Van Thuan in Rome, assures that he
“never heard him complaining of
his treatments in prison, nor criticizing those who persecuted him.”
Van Thuan had a deep love for the
Eucharist. In his last days in the clinic,
he chose to ‘pause’ the TV programmes always on the moment of
Mass consecration. As he was born in
Hue, near the National Shrine of Our
Lady of La Vang, Van Thuan became an
expert on Mary’s doctrine and cultivated a tender devotion to her, always
talking about Mary, not as a teacher
but the way a little child talks about
his mother.
He lived poorly, even as a Cardinal
in Rome, in a small apartment. He
refused to accept donations, saying:
“Give them to the poor.”

Personal Encounter

Cardinal Van Thuan’s autobiography

may seem. They are a constant reminder
that only Christian charity can bring about
a change of heart. Not arms, not threats,
not the media.

Missionary Joy
After encountering Van Thuan, many
Christians regained the fervour of their
faith; some Buddhists and other
non-Christians converted, including their
jailers. Some jailers asked Bishop why he
was usually so happy: “Because I have
faith in my God”, he replied.
Kishore Jayabalan, an Asian layman employee at the Pontifical Council, declared:
“he was extremely simple and humble”.

On February 2002, I had the opportunity for a long personal conversation with the Cardinal in my
car as I was bringing him to our
General house for Mass celebration and a
speech to the community. He told me: “I
live with another priest and we
share domestic tasks: cooking,
washing up, cleaning room, shopping nearby in a popular market.
Some confreres Cardinals entreat
me to ask the Roman Curia for a
bigger apartment and for a new car
with a driver, but we two manage
well with our old ones”. When I went
with Msgr. Joseph Dao and a Vietnamese
sister to receive his last blessing in “Pius
XI” clinic, two days before he died, he
took the hands of the sister just to say:
“Be always faithful and joyful serving the Lord”.
The testimony of a saint!
Cardinal Van Thuam died in Rome at
the age of 74.

A message of hope and realism
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By Fr. Shay Cullen | Preda Foundation

The Migrants
Who Seek A Welcome
The turning away of 629
migrants by Italy and Malta
signals a growing trend of
discrimination and rejection of
the poor and wretched from
the Middle East and Africa
by Europe and the U.S. Yet
Spanish authorities opened
their frontiers to welcome
them in an act of solidarity,
thereby setting an example to
other countries.

T

he rescue ship Aquarius, with 629
migrants saved from a perilous
journey escaping the hardship,
hunger, poverty and unjust imprisonment
in their own countries and Libya, are
following a hope and dream of a better
life.
Whereas there are many caring people
of compassion in European countries,
America and Canada, there are many
more who are exclusionists living in
selfish fear and harboring racist attitudes.
The 629 unfortunate migrants have
been turned away from Catholic Italy and
Malta where the electorate has chosen
leaders implementing an anti-migrant
policy. Hungry, Romania and Poland are
banning migrants in the name of keeping
their “Christian culture pure and
untainted”. Austria and Italy are following
these exclusionist policies. It is a big
setback for human rights and the EU.
It is the people of Spain that have
opened their doors and welcomed them,
provided them shelter, and extended
support. Such hospitality is a powerful
act of human goodness that encourages
and enables strangers to feel welcome, to
hope and believe in the goodness of
human nature open to peaceful
coexistence.
The others who rejected them and are
deporting many more have abandoned
their international obligations and
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Migrants at sea – waiting for a welcome

humanitarian duty. They are hardhearted
and uncaring. Who cares about such
hypocrisy and ignorant uncivilized
attitudes? But we all should care.
Unless we open our hearts and
welcome the refugees and migrants we
will be closed to caring, compassion and
love. By having love for the stranger, we
will truly have a healthy unselfish love for
all.
The migrants are the throwaway people
ignored by better off nations whose
forebears invaded and occupied their
lands, made them their slaves, shipped 13
million of them to the Americas and in
the modern era, made them into
underdeveloped colonial dependents.
They exploited their people, stole their
raw materials, and impoverished them.
Today, the neocolonial control
perpetuates this exploitation, tolerates it,
and even encourages corrupt dictators
and tyrants in order to allow the exploiters
to continue their oppressive business
policies
through
multinational
corporations. The lavish praise of Trump
heaped on the most brutal dictator Kim

Jong Un is just one more example.
Compassion, openness to strangers,
empathy, friendship, hospitality for
migrants and refugees have never been
more necessary than today. It is a truly
tragic and horrific situation in the Middle
East and Africa where thousands of noncombatants, mostly women and children,
have been bombed, burnt, mutilated,
beheaded, raped and murdered. Many
hundreds of girls and women have been
kidnapped and sold as sex slaves by the
ferocious merciless fighters of the terror
groups who have massacred many
innocent people.
That and overwhelming poverty and
corruption is driving the migrant poor to
look for a better life. Risking all on a
rubber dingy in the Mediterranean is an
act of utter desperation, courage and
bravery in their struggle to escape evil
and live again. We should give them that
chance.
Source:
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2018/
country-chapters/european-union
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By Fr. John Clark mccj

From Start To Finish And Hereafter.
Ash Wednesday To Easter Sunday
And Today.
Lent starts with Ash Wednesday and finishes with Easter Sunday.
Forty long days of prayer, penance and almsgiving…
BEGINNING WITH ASH WEDNESDAY
Ashes for a change. It is remarkable to
observe how many Catholics treasure the
placing of ashes on their foreheads as
Lent starts. Lent is about conversion –
metanoia is the Biblical word, meaning a
complete change from our former ways of
selfishness and individualism to a
“conversion” of heart open to others. It
means we try to turn our hearts inside out
and outside out, so to speak. The tragedy
of our days in the Catholic Church, is that
we do not believe we need conversion.
The conversion metanoia stuff is only for
all the Marys of Magdala of this world not
for the frequent church goers of the
Western World and beyond. How wrong
we can sometimes be!

TOWARDS GOOD FRIDAY ONWARDS
TO EASTER SUNDAY
As we walk the Via Crucis - Via Dolorosa,
we enter the great Easter Mystery of the
Suffering Servant-Jesus Christ. Lent
reaches its climax during the inspiring
liturgical celebrations of Holy Week. The
deep meaning of suffering is brought
home to us followers of Our Lord as we
remember “The Good Friday God-Man”
dying an agonizing death between two
pillars of wood on Calvary. We know for

The Day of Victory
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In our sufferings the Suffering Servant is close to us
sure that Jesus did not die in a bed or
hammock as an old man of three score
and ten. His execution on the Cross took
him through the existential inferno of a
cruel death. “Drinking the Chalice” when
His “Hour” had come, Jesus in total
resignation accepted the death sentence
and torture of Good Friday. He lifted up
His Cross on high, was nailed to it and
died between two thieves.
Apparently, God abandoned Jesus, but

Jesus as Son of God, never abandoned
God His Father, and the poor of the
Anawin. He died because He defended
the Gospel inclusiveness, dignity and
rights of everyone, be they non-Jews,
pagans, foreigners, riffraff, prostitutes,
lepers, notorious sinners, any marginalized
person or child. This is so important for
us missionaries to remember.

THE FINAL DAY OF VICTORY
Sunday, week-in and week-out throughout
the Liturgical Year is always celebrated as
the Resurrection Day of the Lord. Easter
Sunday, however, is The Resurrection Day,
The Day of Victory! The thirty-three year
life of Jesus, the Son of Mary and Joseph,
the carpenter, had not been a fiasco. Well
on the contrary, God had not abandoned
His Servant as it seemed. It is Mary of
Magda who proclaims Jesus Lives.
Christianity has been walking on the road
of the resurrection for more than 2000
years. For me as a missionary of St. Daniel
Comboni, the Resurrection of Jesus will
come back to life when we stay in love,
solidarity, defending the vulnerable and
poor, and caring for our threatened home,
the earth.
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By Sr Magdalene, Marist Sister

“Let Him Easter in us,
Be a dayspring to the
dimness of us,
Be a crimson-cressetted
east…”
G.M. Hopkins

T

here are so many different kinds
of dimness, in us and around us,
and also as many daysprings that
can lift us out of them. This time of
year, between winter and tentative
spring, is a dim time, with short days
and long dark nights. Then there is the
dimness of colds and sniffles and even
flu, a hazardous time to say the least.
But the dayspring is rising! Each day
is a tiny bit longer than the one before,
and the birds are giving the dawn
chorus a special tone and resonance.
Spring really is here, and as Martin
Luther once wrote: “Our Lord has
written the promise of the Resurrection
not in books alone, but in every leaf in
spring.” There is always an upsurge of
life in spring, as our beautiful world
wakes up after its necessary hibernation.
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My earliest memory is of spring, of
being in the garden when I was about
three years old, and suddenly seeing
some tiny shoots of daffodils peeping
through the dark soil. I must have felt
unable to express anything of what I
felt, because my memory is of plunging
my face into the soil among the little
shoots. I have no memory of the
reception that awaited me when I took
my dirty face into dinner!
So, Sursum Corda! Let us lift up our
hearts and the hearts of those around
us. Christ is risen and goes before us to
the Father of us all. We thank God for
our beautiful world, we are proud to
be part of it, and proud and grateful
that God wanted to be part of it in
Jesus, now risen and glorified in our
shared humanity.
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By Sr.Maria do Carmo Bogo, Alem - Mar

Mission
Challenges

Mission is an ongoing challenge. It is never too late to restart and serve the poor,
as Sister Maria de Deus tells us. What is important is to be able to be attentive to
the questions put before us and to give creative and generous answers.

S

ister Maria de Deus is from Solto,
Sabugal, the diocese of Guarda.
She
made
her
religious
consecration in the Comboni Missionary
Sisters in 1971. The following year she
left for Latin America with Ecuador
being her destination. During her first
years she was resident in the small
island of Muisme bathed by the Atlantic
Ocean. She was involved in professionaltechnical training for women and also
in pastoral ministry. Later she was
engaged in pastoral ministry on the

outskirts of Quito, capital of Ecuador,
and in St. Lawrence, a town on the
frontier with Columbia. Sister Maria was
then sent to Mexico. After several years,
ministering in the country of the Aztecs,
she returned to Portugal. Stronger in
body and spirit, she then returned in
2003, already aged 65 years, to her first
mission in Ecuador.

Empowering women
“After a break of four years in Portugal I
felt ready to return to Ecuador and help

in the training ministry with women,”
and she adds: “I was sent to Ecuador to
begin a new stage in my life.
Accompanied by another Comboni
Sister who had an amount of experience
in working with needy women, she
prepared me in arts and crafts. Making
pockets for jeans and then embroidering
them with fancy patterns and also
embroidering bags for all purposes.
After a few months I felt myself able to
pass on my small learning experience
helping the women to do the same”.

Sr passing on advice to a group of women
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“Faced with serious illnesses, for
example, with no health care or State
assistance they can be the most
inventive and charitable.” They organise
community meals and raise money to
take the sick to the hospital and do
everything to help their recuperation”

Community support centre

Sr Maria de Deus with Lorena, a young Mexican friend, on the outskirts of Lima

Pastoral ministry

Guerrilla group ‘Sendero Luminoso’

As part of her pastoral ministry Sr Maria
would gather together the catholic
population for the celebration of the
Word. Unfortunately for lack of a priest,
they were unable to celebrate the
Eucharist. “From there I made a
proposal of starting a course to train
some women in embroidering and
sewing. At first there was little
enthusiasm, through feelings of
incapacity, but as soon as they began
their self esteem began to blossom and
its was enjoyed by all.
“The purpose of these courses was to
be able to turn the women more
independent economically. The results
were truly positive. Soon they were
producing some beautiful creations
and it was a pleasure to see how
confident and contented they were”
says Sr Maria.

It was in this district that during the
1990’s the violence began to effect the
people of the country and many began
the exodus to the capital. They were
fleeing from conflict and sought out
other opportunities. Unable to gain
work and without State support
hundreds set up home in these
inhospitable parts. They built small
shacks of plastic and timber. These
same people carry a history scarred by
violence, loss of lands and work,
persecution and disappearance and
killings of family and friends. In spite of
all this they never have lost their great
values of resilience and solidarity.
“Despite so many lacks and limitations,
from the shortage of food to the total
absence of hygiene and health
care, their solidarity is
exemplary.
They know
how to reach
out to the
newly arrived
who are the
neediest”
remarked
Sr Maria.

Continuing the mission
As a missionary Sr. Maria was aware of
the many challenges that life threw up.
She never shunned away from these
challenges. Once again, she was asked
to go and work in the southern part of
Peru, in the periphery of Lima, capital of
Peru. Though geographically near it still
meant facing further challenges and
adapting to different ways and customs.
For many decades the Comboni
missionary Sisters have laboured in the
south region of Lima, an arid land of
rocks and desert.
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In this situation of poverty, continues
Sr. Maria, “the pastoral leaders from our
area saw the need for a support centre
to assist the families affected by violence
(deaths, the wounded and “the
disappeared”). This initiative begun in
2017 and is a great opportunity to
announce the Gospel. The Word of
God illuminates human situations
giving hope and consolation. Listening,
compassion, trust and compassion are
the meeting places with the God of
Mercy whom all search
for.” Concludes Sr.
Maria de Deus.

Exhibiting an
embroidered bag
produced by the
womens’ group
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Dr Harry Schnitker - Independent Catholc News

Viewpoint:

A Scottish-Dutch
Deacon and Brexit
M

ore than thirty years ago, a seventeen-year old version of me
came to Scotland. I carried
very little: being Dutch I had a bike, I
had a radio (I still have it), a couple of
books and a few pounds. That was it. I
went to college, I went to university, I
have been self-employed, and I have
worked for others. I paid my taxes, married a local girl, had two children. In
those thirty years, I have never been ill,
have never claimed a single benefit other than what my children receive and
have worked with some of the most
vulnerable people in our society.
Occasionally folk in Scotland with
sharp ears pick up an odd sound in my
English and think I am South African;
more usually people cannot even hear I
was not born here.
For almost thirty years I have always
been welcome and had but one encounter with someone who did not like my
presence in this country. Good going. I
feel very much at home here in Scotland. My Catholicism has helped. There
is a strong Catholic community and it is

easy to adopt its totems: Celtic and Hibs
football clubs, Catholic schooling for my
children, going to Bellahouston Park
when Benedict XVI visited, being called
a ‘Tim’ and avoiding Orange Order
marches. I belonged to one of Scotland’s tribes and that was that.
Being ordained a Permanent Deacon
for the Diocese of Dunkeld a few years
ago and working as a prison chaplain
cemented this multiple identity. I was
Dutch-born, an adopted Scot and a cradle Catholic in Holy Orders, at the service of the wider community. And then
came Brexit. It was not a surprise to me:
working with the marginalised and the
deprived made me aware of the discontent, much of it valid. With my academic
hat on as a historian, I knew about the
disconnect many in Britain, and particularly in England, felt with Europe. It was
not a surprise, and, early on, I was not
that bothered. I did not quite realise
that this had the potential to change
everything.
It has changed everything. To begin
with, it has created a country at war with

Emblems of Scottish catholicism
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Blessing of the homeless Jesus sculpture

itself. This is tragic. I mourn the demise
of polite discourse, the toleration extended to those who think differently, I
mourn the demise of what made Britain, politically, Britain. That was a shock,
as the aftermath of Scotland’s independence referendum had been marked
by political civility. Then there was the
sense of rupture within the Catholic
community. In Scotland, this has not
been that noticeable. But south of the
border, unity amongst Catholics is far
gone. Some of the leading Brexiteers,
like Jacob Rees Mogg, are loyal Catholics. So are some of the leading Remainers. The division is so deep that civility is
gone. Political differences of opinion are
great - political hatred is not.
On a more personal level, I have a
sense of loss, too. I am one of the Prime
Minister’s ‘queue jumpers’ as opposed
to someone who came here because he
loved the country, and was fully in his
right to do so. The difference is huge. I
appreciated the huge backlash against
the remark, and I appreciated Mrs May’s
subsequent apology, but I am still a
queue jumper in the eyes of many. That
hurts.
However, the worst part of the whole
Brexit debacle has nothing to do with
me. It concerns those on the margins,
those struggling to survive from day to
day. Their story has vanished behind the
smoke of Brexit. The huge increase in
Comboni Mission • Spring 2019

the number of homeless, the rise of the
foodbanks, the decline of a middle class,
the burgeoning prison population, the
obscene rise of childhood poverty, people working three jobs and still not
managing - for many our beautiful and
potentially ever so rich country has become a Dickensian dystopia.
I would have welcomed Brexit if it had
addressed these issues. I would have
put up with the occasional bit of nastiness; people indulging in that sort of
behaviour are, after all, a small minority.
I would not have minded having to reg-

ister to continue to live in a country
where I have lived for all my adult life.
Instead, everything has sunk under a
wave of destructive introspection and
nationalist chest thumping. We are left
with the irony of identity politics that
addresses nothing in particular and
leaves almost the whole population disenchanted, feeling betrayed and robbed
of their sense of self. There are not
many Dutch-Scottish Deacons in this
country (I may be the only one) but I
cannot be the only one wondering, how
on earth did we get to this?
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By Ginette Lytton Cobbold

Spreading the Joy of
Christmas in Old Spitalfields
Market - for St Patrick’s
school children, Sri Lanka

O

ld Spitalfields Market has echoed to the cries of food
vendors since 1638. King Charles I established
Spitalfields market and gave a licence for flesh, fowl
and roots to be sold on Spittle Fields. This was then a rural
area on the eastern outskirts of London. Today it is a bustling
arts and crafts market. It was here that the Comboni Sisters
set up to support St Patrick’s College in Sri Lanka.
The aim of the campaign is to raise £10,000 to buy the
equipment needed to enable the pupils to study and widen
their working opportunities in the future. St Patrick’s College
teaches accounting and commerce. Their parents earn a
living picking tea. They earn very meagre wages and are
treated inhumanly to say the least. Their children are forced
to abandon studies and work in the tea plantations. Their
dearest desire is to study and be of service to others.

They sang ‘The joy of the Lord is our strength’!

School Children with a Comboni Sister
In December we decided to form a choir to sing Christmas
carols at the market and fundraise that way. ‘On a Wing and a
Prayer’, a choir from Chiswick, led the Cenacle Group of
Missionary Prayer and other friends of the Comboni Centre
for Spirituality and Mission. We held various rehearsals, and
for those of us who were not trained in chorusing, it gave us
the confidence to sing out loud and strong.
On 22nd December, for three hours, we sang at the top of
our voices so that the entire world could hear. We sang
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vigorously, with all our hearts, desirous that passers-by would
remember the carols they had sung at school, and be
reminded of the joy of Christmas and the birth of our Lord.
We did experience what Nehemiah, 8:10 says: “The Joy of the
Lord is our Strength.”
It worked. Christmas shoppers stopped to join in or
mouthed the words of the carols as they passed by, tourists
took lots of photos thinking this was some sort of quaint
English custom and people put money in the buckets. We
raised over £600 in 3 hours for the Tamil children, which we
were so happy about. Afterwards, Laura in charge of
Spitalfields market told us that to raise so much money in
such a short time was very good and invited us to come back
again to organise another activity in 2019! We ended the
afternoon with a pizza and a prayer altogether, full of
Christmas happiness.
If you would like to donate to St Patrick’s School in
Talawakelle, a rural area of Sri Lanka, to help the Comboni
Missionary Sisters improve the life of Tamil people please
send donations to:
Mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/stpatrickstalawakelle or
by cheque payable to Comboni Centre Address envelope
to: Sr Graca/Sr Natalia, 2 Chiswick Lane, London W4 2JF
Please sign the back of the cheque “Tamil Children”
Email: combonicentre16@gmail.com.
Comboni Mission • www.comboni.org.uk

Source: Open Doors/Lord Alton/ ICN

Pakistan:

Supreme Court upholds
decision to free Asia Bibi

P

akistan’s top court has rejected a
challenge to the acquittal of Asia Bibi
who was on death row for eight
years on blasphemy charges.
The Supreme Court upheld its decision
to acquit Asia Bibi after a challenge was
launched by religious hardliners who held
violent protests after Asia was found not
guilty in November 2018.
Open Doors welcomes the news. Head
of Advocacy at Open Doors, Zoe Smith
said: “We’re absolutely thrilled with
today’s ruling by Pakistan’s Supreme
Court to uphold Asia Bibi’s acquittal. We
are overjoyed that justice has prevailed
and are praying that this heralds a new era
of equal rights for Christians and other
religious minorities in Pakistan.”
At the moment, Asia is still under
protective custody at an undisclosed
location. When or even if she will leave the
country is still unknown. “Asia and her
family’s safety remain of paramount
importance,” said Zoe Smith. “Many
Christians will still be praying for their
safety.”
Asia Bibi’s case has attracted worldwide
attention and led to much criticism of
Pakistan’s controversial blasphemy laws.
Asia Bibi was arrested in 2009 after
allegedly making derogatory comments
about the Prophet Mohammad during an
argument with a Muslim woman. The
Muslim woman had refused water from
Asia, a colleague, on the grounds that it
was ‘unclean’ because it had been handled
by a Christian.
Asia was found guilty, becoming the first
woman to be sentenced to death under
Article 295C of Pakistan’s penal code,
which imposes death sentences for
offences
of
defamation
against
Mohammad.
In the summer of 2015 Asia was granted
leave to appeal her death sentence. Finally,
in November 2018 she was acquitted of
any wrong doing and release from prison.
But due to mass protests by hardliners she
was barred to leave the country as an
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appeal against her acquittal was launched.
Today, 29 January 2019, the appeal was
thrown out and Asia Bibi’s appeal was
upheld. After eight years facing the death
penalty, Asia is finally free.
Lord Alton, who has campaigned to free
Asia Bibi for many years, comments:
This is a very welcome and courageous
judgement from the Supreme Court.
Inevitably, it will test the Pakistan
Government’s resolve in dealing with the
intimidation and threats posed by Tehrike-Labbaik, who have threatened mass
public protests. But mob rule must never
be allowed to overpower the rule of law and in ensuring due process Pakistan’s
highest legal authorities deserve our
greatest possible respect.
I feel huge admiration for the Supreme
Court justices who, by taking this decision,
have been willing to put the rule of law
above every other consideration.
We cannot forget that Asia Bibi’s case is
one of many, and that, by some estimates,
more than 70 people are currently on
death-row for alleged blasphemy crimes.

Pakistan’s
remarkable
founder,
Muhammed Ali Jinnah, passionately
believed that minorities should have a
place of dignity and respect in Pakistan.
It’s a principle even woven into the
country’s flag. How countries treat their
minorities is a crucial litmus test and
Pakistan simply needs to look at its own
foundation principles to see that they are
failing the Jinnah-test, as minorities face
discrimination and persecution.
Asia Bibi has endured hell. Imprisoned
on a trumped-up charge, she has spent
nine years in prison, facing execution. Her
two daughters have had a short childhood
- one largely without their mother. Yes,
this is a significant day, but we must not
forget that this long overdue outcome has
been paid for in blood. Two great Pakistanis
- Shahbaz Bhatti and Salman Taseer Christian and Muslim - were murdered for
their advocacy on this case.
Asia Bibi has spent nine years in prison,
facing execution She now needs to be
reunited with her family and given time
and space to rebuild her life.
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By Fr Ruben Padillla mccj

Journeying towards the Truth and the Light
Introduction: in John 3:1-7, we meet Nicodemus a Pharisee who was eager to meet Jesus to clarify
his doubts of faith and to know the truth. So, pay attention to the dialogue and the attitudes that can
identified between them. Ask yourself, does the story of Nicodemus tell something about me?
Initial Prayer
Lord God,
Give me the grace to know the person of
your Son Jesus, his vision and his mission
so that I may commit myself entirely to
him
and your plan of Salvation.
Amen.

‘LECTIO DIVINA’
1. Read the Gospel of John 3:1-7;
read the text slowly and listen
attentively with the ‘ear of your
heart’. What word, sentence or
phrase stands out for you?
2. Reflect: read the text again and pay
attention of what touches you; why is
it meaningful for you. What thought
or reflection comes to you.
3. Respond: read the text again but this
time respond spontaneously to the
word of God. In other words, make a
dialogue with God what comes from
within you. What gift does this text
lead you to ask for from the Lord?
4. Stay with the Word: read the text a
final time and rest in the word. Allow
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God to speak to you in deep silence.
Don’t say anything just listen to God’s
words. What is He saying?
5. Take now the word, sentence or
phase, into your daily life/activity;
allow it to become part of you. Always
listen to it, reflect on it, pray over it
and rest on it as time allows during
the day. Then allow the Word lead you
action.
Concluding your ‘Lectio Divina’ with the
‘Our Father’…
Reflection: Nicodemus was a Pharisee, a
Jewish ruler who played an important
role in the Sanhedrin, a council of the 70
elders, who ruled the Jewish people with
authority making sure they would keep
the law and the tradition. This council
did not accept Jesus but considered him
as an impostor and hated him. Nicodemus was an exception he was different
than the other Pharisees, he was more
open and flexible to learn from outside
Jewish circles. But despite his knowledge
of Jesus who “came from God” (v.2), he
still has his doubts about him. In his

personal meeting with Jesus marked the
beginning of Nicodemus’ journey of
believing in the Son of God.
Central Message: …Nicodemus who
came to Jesus by night…said ‘Rabbi, we
know you are a teacher who comes from
God; for no one could perform the signs
that you do unless God were with him’…
Jesus answered ‘unless a man is born
form above, he cannot see the Kingdom
of God’…How can a grown man be
born? Can he go back into his mother’s
womb and be born again? Jesus replied
‘unless a man is born through water and
the Spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom
of God’…’Do not be surprise when I say
You must be born from above’…
Main points:
a) ‘Nicodemus who came to Jesus
by night’: Nicodemus had a good
reputation in the council of the elders
for being a faithful, honest and pious
Jew, he wanted to meet Jesus but he
feared being seen by his fellow
Pharisees and to lose his reputation.
So, he decided to go at night to meet
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Jesus without being seen. Nicodemus
was an educated Jew and well versed
in the Law of God. He thought he
understood the things of God but he
wanted to clarify his doubts about the
man Jesus from Nazareth. This text is
interpreted that Nicodemus wanted to
emerge from darkness to light, from
his ignorance to knowledge, from
blindness to the truth, from death to
life. He was journeying towards the
Truth and the Light, that is towards
Jesus Christ (John 8:12), marking the
beginning of his journey of faith
starting believing in Jesus Son of God
who was sent to save the world.
b) “No one could perform the signs
that you do unless God were with
him’: Nicodemus, somehow heard of
the signs and miracles that Jesus did
and he was astonished by it and he
wanted to meet Jesus to talk about it
and to hear from Jesus the truth. He
recognised Jesus as a teacher (Rabbi)
‘the one who comes from God and
does the things of God’ which is the
meaning of his statement ‘unless God
is with him’. By Jesus’ reply we
understand that Nicodemus wanted to
see some signs: ‘to see the signs of
the kingdom of Heaven, because his
faith is like the one of Thomas, “unless
I see the holes that the nails made…
and put my hand into his side, I
refused to believe” (John 20:25).
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Nicodemus’ faith in the Messiah was
still weak, he also needed a miracle to
believe. The conversation with Jesus
helped him to clarify more about his
identity as Messiah and his mission,
his humanity and his divinity, different
from what he used to know traditionally. Jesus also opened in him the
possibility to know him deeply, and by
knowing him to believe in him and by
believing in him to love him and
become his disciples.
c) ‘Unless a man is born form
above, he cannot see the Kingdom of God’: Being curious about
the signs of the kingdom is one thing
and having faith in the Son of God is
another thing. Although he knew
something about him it was not
enough to believe in him but something else is needed. Jesus knows that
Nicodemus (his potential disciple) is
genuinely searching for something
and that it is already a step forward to
see the kingdom of God present in
Jesus. Jesus, as the perfect Master,
gently guides and teaches Nicodemus
who does not understand his symbolic language, ‘to see and enter the
kingdom of God he must be born
from above’ …through water and
spirit”. In other words, he must
change his arguments, his learned
theories of the Messiah, his religious
instruction of the past and be opened

to the Holy Spirit. He needs a total
conversion of mind and heart and to
do that he must to put aside, first of
all, his own certainties originated
from his organized religion with its
laws and traditions, and secondly, his
securities grounded in his position in
society and in the Sanhedrin, so that
he can surrender himself totally to
the Spirit who is the only one who
know where to go.

Some questions for our reflexion:
1. What does the story of Nicodemus tell about you in relation
to Jesus?
2. What do you need to put aside
in your life and be opened to
the Holy Spirit to guide you
where he wants you to go?
“Lectio Divina”, a Latin term, means
“divine reading” and describes a way
of reading the Scriptures. Open
ourselves to what God wants to say to
us.
Any Questions?
Keep in touch!
Contact me at:
ruben@
comboniyouth.org
Father Rubén
Padilla Rocha
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Fr Ruben Padilla, working in Ireland, is hosting in our Clontarf house, Dublin , on behalf
of Vocation Ireland, five enthusiastic young people from a Catholic Youth Organization
called ‘NET’. They come from different parts of the world to share their faith and their
commitment to Christ with other young people like them in schools and parishes. This
is what they want to share with our readers.

Fr Ruben interviewed the team members and here they present for
our readers their ministry and enthusiasm

H

ello! The Vocations Ireland NET
team
consists
of
three
Americans,
Danielle
(23),
Michaela (24), and Jeremy (28). We also
have one Canadian, Rekina (21), and one
Irishman, Michael (19)! We are
committed to serving one mission year
with the organization NET Ministries
Ireland, and were placed on a hybrid
youth ministry team sponsored by
Vocations Ireland.
NET is an acronym that stands for
National Evangelization Teams. Our
purpose is to encourage youth to love
Jesus and embrace the life of the Church.

NET Ireland Ministries recruits Catholic
young adults from all over the world to
serve a mission year on one of seven
teams, sharing the love of Christ with the
youth of Ireland. Missionaries serve on
either of two different types of teams and
ministry: local teams or road teams.
Local teams stay in one parish or area for
the mission year, working mostly with
religious education classes, youth
groups, and building long term
relationships with youth. Road teams
travel to new places nearly every day,
leading youth retreats during the school
day. Our team, the Vocations Ireland NET

Team, is a hybrid of both road and local
ministry. We work in the same area for
three to six weeks, and then move to a
new area. Our NET team does retreats
with local schools and works in parishes.
We also focus on starting a youth group
or revitalizing an existing one! Since we
are sponsored by Vocations Ireland, we
get the opportunity to bring various
religious sisters, brothers, and priests on
school retreats with us. The students
hear their stories and learn that the
religious are just normal people that
were called to live extraordinary lives!
Every member of the team has a

Presenting the team NET
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different story. While we all come from
different places, we were each called to
Ireland. We were each called by the Lord
in a variety of ways. For Michaela, it was
discovering on a mission trip that she
had a deep love for the people of Ireland.
For Michael, God spoke through his
godfather who advised him to say “yes”
to NET. Rekina loved the idea of
adventure, and serving the Lord in
beautiful Ireland!
NET is a year commitment, and it was
difficult for most NET missionaries to
leave home, especially some who come
from as far away as New Zealand, Brazil,
and Uganda. For our team, though it was
difficult to leave family and friends. We
often talk about God’s hand in our lives
and how He chose us to serve in our
unique ministry. Our team would not be
the same, if any one of us were missing.
We love the ministry that we do! Young
students who might’ve never met a
religious sister, brother, or priest before
now get the chance to know them and
hear their vocation stories. Our religious
have such powerful experiences, and it is
a privilege to hear and share so many!
We hope that when we share how
Christ’s love has changed our lives, the
students will be more open to having a
personal relationship with Jesus and will
embrace the life of the Church. We often
say that if, from all our efforts only one
person comes closer or opens their heart
to Christ, all the work would be worth it.
Our mission year is financed in variety
of ways. Some of our monthly household
and ministry expenses are funded by
Vocations Ireland. When we commit to
Comboni Mission • Spring 2019
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serving a mission year with NET
Ministries Ireland, we also commit to
fundraising a certain amount for the
year. We partner and fundraise with
friends, family, and community members
at home as a form of evangelization,
keeping them updated what kinds of
work we are doing and the fruit of it!
To young people like ourselves, we

would say that you were made for
greatness! Don’t settle for the cheap
happiness the world is trying to sell you.
Start running after Jesus with everything
you have! Pray daily, go to Mass, read the
Bible, get involved in a youth group or
faith community. Your life will change
and He will fill you with joy unlike you’ve
ever known!
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The Comboni
Family
About 4,000 men
and women sisters, brothers,
priests, secular and
lay missionaries
– today embody
the charisma and
the passion of St
Daniel Comboni for
“the poorest and
most neglected”
on the frontiers of
mission. Together
with a large number
of supporters and
collaborators they
form the great
Comboni Family
at the service of
the Gospel
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